Fisheries ecologists traditionally aimed at disentangling climate and fishing effects from the population dynamics of exploited marine fish stocks. However, recent studies have shown that internal characteristics and external forcing (climate and exploitation) have interactive rather than additive effects. Thought most of these studies explored how demographic truncation induced by exploitation affected the response of recruitment to climate, identifying a general pattern revealed to be difficult as interactions are often case-specific. Here we compared five exploited stocks of European hake Merluccius merluccius from the Atlantic Ocean and Mediterranean Sea to investigate how the interaction between internal characteristics and external forces affect the variability of the population growth rate and their consequences on recruitment. Our results show that demographic truncation induces a novel population scenario in which the growth rate is maximized when the reproductive stock is younger and less diverse. This scenario is shaped by the climate variability and the fishing pattern. The population growth rate becomes more dependent on the maturation schedule and less on the survival rates. The consequences for the recruitment dynamics are twofold; the effect of densitydependent regulatory processes decreases while the effect of the density-independent drivers increases. Our study shows that the interaction between internal characteristics and external forces changes across geographic locations according to 1) the importance of demographic truncation, 2) the influence of the climate on the regional hydrography and 3) the spatiotemporal heterogeneity of the physical environment to which fish life history is adapted.
Introduction

43
Human activities in the worldwide seas affect the maintenance of marine diversity and 44 undermine the long-term sustainability of marine ecosystems. This loss of diversity also 45 modifies the communities' structure and the demography within single populations. 46
Heterogeneous communities, characterized by high population and life history diversity, 47 produce more temporal stability because of the independent but complementary dynamics 48 among species (Hilborn et al. 2003) . From a single population perspective, a diverse age 49 structure provides biological and ecological advantages to cope with a variable environment, 50 stabilizing population dynamics and fluctuations (Hsieh et al. 2010 ). Fishing typically 51 harvests larger individuals, eroding the size/age structure and displaying a demographic 52 structure dominated by fewer and younger age classes. This demographic truncation (DT) is 53 often referred to as the age truncation effect and has already been documented for numerous 54
stocks (Anderson et al. 2008, Ottersen 2008 and review in Hsieh et al. 2010). 55
Growing research is investigating the biological, ecological and evolutionary 56 consequences of DT. Larger and older individuals have higher fecundity (number of eggs 57 released), better quality eggs that increase the offspring survival (i.e., 'maternal effect ', 58 Berkeley et al. 2004a), and more variable strategies to colonize different spatial locations and 59 time for reproduction (Berkeley et al. 2004b ). However, for a truncated population, fewer 60 older individuals allocate their reproductive effort to a large spatial and temporal range of 61 conditions, which reduces the probability of ensuring reproductive success in unfavorable 62 and/or heterogeneous environmental conditions. Additionally, a fish population can be seen as 63 a filter of the environmental stochasticity and can generate long-term fluctuations in 64 population size through the echoing of stochastic variations of the new incoming cohorts over 65 age classes by inter-cohort interactions (i.e., 'cohort resonance effect', Bjørnstad et al. 2004) . 66
The modification of the demographic structure may therefore result in the alteration of the 67 similar approach based on a virtual population analysis (Hilborn and Walters 1992) . A time 142 series of fishing mortality (F) was obtained for each stock by averaging over the most 143 harvested age classes (based on stock-specific reports, FAO-GFCM 2009, ICES 2009): F 2-6 144 for NA, F 2-5 for SA and GL, and F 2-4 for BI and TS. All the assessments groups use monthly-145 based information to calculate yearly abundances except TS, which is based on seasonal 146 scientific trawl surveys performed in summer (FAO-GFCM 2009). Time series of 147 recruitment, spawning stock biomass and fishing mortality are displayed in the 148
Supplementary material Appendix 1 (Fig. A1) . 149
In order to describe the demographic characteristics of each stock, three variables were 150 defined. The mean length (L SSB ) and mean age (A SSB ) of the spawners were calculated as the 151 weighted average of length and age, respectively, in the spawners' abundance. Age diversity 152 was calculated using the Shannon diversity index (H SSB , Shannon 1948) to summarize the 153 homogeneity of age classes in the spawning stock. H SSB is independent of stock size and 154 describes both the number of age classes in the spawning stock and the diversity of the 155 distribution of fish among cohorts (Marteinsdottir and Thorarinsson 1998) . H SSB is calculated 156 as follows:
, where n is the number of age classes, and p i is the proportion 157 of age class i in the total spawning abundance. 158
We used both global climate indices and regional hydro-climatic variables as 159 environmental information (Supplementary material Appendix 1, Fig. A2 ). The North 160
Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) index, which is described as an out-of-phase behaviour between 161 the climatological low pressure centre near Iceland and the high-pressure centre near the 162 Azores, was used as a proxy of the North Atlantic climate (Hurrell 1995) . NAO is often found 163 to account for ecological processes better than local weather variables because it reduces 164 complex space and time variability into simple measures (Stenseth et al. 2003) . We used the 165 winter average (December-March) of the NAO index because its influence in the Atlantic is 166 higher during winter when the coupled ocean-atmosphere system is more active (Hurrell 167 1995) . A mesoscale (regional) hydro-climatic index based on the air-sea heat fluxes in the 168
Gulf of Lions during winter months (IDEA index hereafter) was used as a proxy of the 169 strength of the southward current and vertical mixing activity in the NW Mediterranean 170 (Monserrat et al. 2008 
Modeling approach 181
We investigated the potential effects of climate, fishing and demographic characteristics of 182 the spawning stock on time series of the population growth rate using generalized additive 183 models (GAM, Hastie and Tibshirani 1990). Population growth rates were calculated using 184 the Leslie matrix approach, which is an age-structured model that relies on estimates of 185 demographic rates to project population dynamics (Caswell 2001) . The fundamental 186 relationship is given by N t+1 =A t N t , where N t is a vector representing the number of 187 individuals for each age class at time t, and A t is a transition (Leslie) matrix that summarizes 188 the dynamics of the populations between time t and time t+1 (Leslie 1945 , Caswell 2001 where Mat i,t-1 is the maturity rate at age a and at time t-1, N i,t-1 the abundance at age-class i 198 and at time t-1 and R t the recruitment at time t. Therefore, RS i,t represents the interaction 199 between the ratio R t /N spawners, t-1 (recruitment / total abundance of spawners), which is age-200 specific independent, and the maturity rates. Since in the present study we specifically aimed 201 at investigating the effects of climate, fishing and the spawning properties on a partial 202 demography dependent on age-specific rates (survival and the maturity), we assume the ratio 203 Here, A t was built depending only on survival and maturity rates, and our growth 210 estimates were called the recruitment-independent growth rate (r RI To asses how internal characteristics and external forces and their interactions 221 contributed to the recruitment-independent growth rate (r RI ) variability, we used generalized 222 additive models (GAMs). We used three types of covariates describing: the environmental 223 conditions (E: climate indices or sea surface temperature), the demographic properties of the 224 spawners (SP: mean age, mean length or age-structure diversity index of the spawning stock) 225 and the fishing mortality (F). Two types of GAM formulations were used: (i) additive, 226 assuming that the effect of the covariates was stationary over the years and independent of the 227 other covariate effects, and (ii) threshold (non-additive), to test the hypothesis of interaction 228 among the covariate effects. The two formulations were then compared using a measure of 229 prediction error. The additive formulation used was: 230 To test the hypothesis of combined effects of E, F and SP on the response of r RI , we 237 fitted a threshold GAM (TGAMs, Ciannelli et al. 2004 ) to the data. TGAM is a semi-238 parametric regression where the shape of a smoothing function can change according to 239
whether an external covariate is below or above an estimated threshold value. The change in 240 the form of the smoothing function may occur in one or several terms of the TGAM (in our 241 model from f 1 to f 2 , from g 1 to g 2 and from h 1 to h 2 ): 242 (5) 243 with z the threshold of one of the smoothing functions of the covariates (E, F or SP) or a 244 combination of them, which can switch in the model, while the additive effects of the other 245 two covariates remain unaltered. Potential changes in the intercept (from β 1 to β 2 ) were also 246 accounted for. Though TGAM allows for threshold effects in more than one covariate to be 247 tested simultaneously, the thresholds were introduced for one covariate at a time because of 248 the limitation of the length of observations. C is a vector containing all the covariates 249
analysed (E, F or SP) and α being a row vector of coefficients. The threshold value z can be 250 uni-or bi-dimensional, that is, z can be estimated from a unique covariate or from a 251 combination of two of them. Gulf of Lions and Tyrrhenian Sea, were not analysed for threshold (i.e., non-additive) effects 257 due to the shortness of the available time series. Results for these stocks were used to discuss 258 the geographic changes in the relative importance of covariates. 259
Similar formulations were applied on the longest recruitment (log-transformed, R) 260 time series available (NA, SA and BI) to investigate the potential effect of the variability of 261 r RI on the recruitment dynamics in addition to the other external and internal drivers (E, F, and 262 SP). In this case, the covariates of the additive formulation were the spawning stock biomass 263 (log transformed, SSB) and a regional-scale environmental variable (E). E variables were 264 winter and spring averages of sea surface temperature. The IDEA index was also used for the 265 BI stock. Using the TGAM formulation, we then investigated the consequences of changes in 266 the r RI on both the effect of density (SSB) and the environmental covariate. In this case, the 267 TGAM fitted was: 268 The estimated r RI displayed very different variability patterns for each area (Fig. 3A) . Clear 300 temporal trends were only found for the Atlantic stocks with low and high inter-annual 301 variability for NA and SA respectively. The contribution (i.e., elasticity) of the maturity rates 302 to the r RI increased over the whole period for NA and SA (Fig. 3B) and high values of r were observed as the contribution of maturity to the r RI increased (Fig. 3C ). In the 304
Mediterranean, the BI stock showed two extreme periods of high contribution of maturity 305 with high survival in the nineties (Fig. 3B) . For both BI and TS, the inter-annual pattern of the 306 contribution of survival was closely related to the variability of r RI (Fig. 3C) 
312
The most parsimonious models of r RI were always obtained with threshold formulations 313 (TGAM) except for the two areas with short time series (TS and GL), for which only additive 314 (GAM) formulations were fitted (Table 1 and Fig. 4) . The best models for each area are given 315 in the Supplementary material Appendix 1 (Table A1 ). The percentage of variance explained 316 ranges from 89% for NA to 53% for TS (Table 1 ). The climate variable was always additively 317 retained in the best models, but never as an interaction. The NAO displayed a non-linear 318 effect on the Atlantic stocks; low values of NAO had a positive effect for the NA stock (Fig.  319 4A) while the opposite pattern was observed for SA (Fig. 4B) . Such a pattern for the NA 320 stock was mainly due to positive NAO values (> 2, Fig. 4B ) occurring in the period 1989-321 1995, when the lowest values of r RI were estimated (Fig. 3A) and a drastic demographic 322 truncation was observed for this stock ( Fig. 2A) . In the Mediterranean, the IDEA index 323 displayed a negative effect for BI (Fig. 4C ) and the SST in winter displayed a negative effect 324 for the GL (Fig. 4D) and TS (Fig. 4E) , though the effect for GL was observed as inverted 325 dome-shaped likely due to the low number of observations in upper range of temperature. It is 326 worth to note that SST in spring may be also relevant for the TS stock (Supplementary 327 material Appendix 1, Table A1 ). 328
Although fishing mortality (F) was expected to additively affect r RI , this was only 329 observed for the SA stock in the Atlantic (Fig. 4B ) and the TS stock (Fig. 4E) In low fishing regimes (low F), high values of r RI were related to low values of H SSB (a less 335 diverse age structure) in NA (Fig. 4A) and to low values of L SSB (comparatively smaller 336 spawners) in SA (Fig. 4B ) through a negative linear effect. In contrast, under high fishing 337 regimes a weaker and non-linear effect of H SSB and L SSB on r RI was observed. In contrast to the 338 Atlantic, in a low fishing regime H SSB had a positive effect on the BI stock (Fig. 4C) , while it 339 showed a similar pattern for GL but with a positive effect of L SSB (Fig. 4D) . 340
341
Combined effects on the recruitment dynamics 342
The most parsimonious models for the two Atlantic stocks displayed an interactive effect 343 between SST and the spawner characteristics, while a non-additive effect of the spawning 344 stock biomass (SSB) with a threshold on the IDEA index was observed for the BI stock (Fig.  345   5) . The best models for each area are given in the Supplementary material Appendix 1 (Table  346 A2). The percentage of variance explained was 60.3%, 59.4% and 59.9% for NA, SA and BI, 347 respectively (Table 1) . Two of the models fitted to recruitment retained a bivariate threshold 348 effect involving r RI . Under low values of r RI and H SSB for the NA, the effect of the SST winter on 349 the recruitment was positive, whereas the relationship became negative in the other regime 350 (Fig. 5A) . Thought the dome-shaped effect of SSB found for the NA stock could be slightly 351 overestimated do to the variance explained by the interacting environmental effect, this 352 functional form suggested an overcompensatory behaviour at high population densities (i.e., 353 negative density-dependent survival) supported by the opposed trends displayed by SSB and 354 recruitment during the first decade of the period investigated (Supplementary material  355 Appendix 1, Fig. A1A ). This was not the case for the SA stock where the effect of spawners 356 abundance was linearly positive over the whole range of abundance (Fig. 5B) . The effect of 357 the SST spring for SA was only observed for low values of H SSB , while no significant effect was 358 observed for high H SSB values (diverse age structure of the spawners). In the case of BI ( 2010). Therefore, the picture given by the contemporary age-structured data (i.e., last three or 372 four decades) often depicts already truncated populations, which may affect the baseline for 373 the evaluation of the recent decades. 374
Though the hake populations we studied are likely the result of long-term 375 demographic erosion, the Atlantic stocks displayed a drastic change in the demographic 376 structure, which is not as evident for the Mediterranean stocks. This results in an increasing 377 contribution of the maturation schedule on the population growth rate of the Atlantic stocks 378 over time. The potential consequences can be seen under three aspects. Firstly, the relative 379 importance of the young spawners in the reproductive potential of the population increased. 380 Secondly, the realized growth rate can become more sensitive to the recruitment variability 381 (Rouyer et al. 2011 ). Thirdly, the contribution of the survival rates decreased along with the 382 increase of the contribution of the maturity rates, which may affect the density-dependent 383 regulation mechanisms of populations. For instance, such regulation may occur by altering the 384 mortality rates of adults or relaxing overcompensation that operates on the survival of the 385 young age classes (Warner and Chesson 1985) . The Mediterranean populations displayed, 386 however, high inter-annual variability of the recruitment-independent population growth rates 387 and high contribution of the maturity rates, though it decreased as the growth rate increased. 388
Recent study showed that the BI stock was highly dependent on recruitment in the last three 389 decades due to the long-term erosion of its demographic structure (Hidalgo et al. 2011 ). This 390 study is in resonance with our results, which show similar actual levels H SSB , A SSB and L SSB of 391 the Mediterranean population to those of the Atlantic stocks after the truncation. These 392 findings therefore suggests that a high DT is long-lasting in the Mediterranean Sea, while no 393 clear trend can be observed in the more recent years. 394 395
Synergistic effects on the recruitment-independent growth rate 396
Since the effect of climate on vital rates (i.e., maturity or survival) can vary with age and sex 397 (Coulson et al. 2001 ) and since the demographic structure of hake stocks changed over time 398 (Fig. 2) , an interacting effect between the climate and the other covariates on the growth rate 399 was expected. No such effect was observed, which we attribute to the different temporal 400 scales at which climate affects fish stocks compared to exploitation and demography 401 The interaction that maximized the parsimony of our models was always found 421 between the fishing mortality and the spawners' characteristics, which is evidence for the 422 sensitivity of the growth rate to changes in the spawners' demography. Under low fishing 423 regimes in the Atlantic, a truncated age structure favors the increase of the population growth 424 rate, while under a heavy exploitation pattern spawners may not be able to contribute to the 425 growth rate. Because the contribution of maturity rates increases with the demographic 426 truncation, our results suggest that for highly exploited stocks, the population growth rate 427 would be maximized when the spawners are younger. This implies that the population may 428 increase reproductive investment in younger spawners, for instance by increasing fecundity-429 at-age (e.g., Yoneda proportion of variance explained), and genuine cross validation (gCV) of the best models for 687 recruitment-independent growth rate estimates (r RI t ) and recruitment abundance (R t ). All the 688 terms included in these models were statistically significant (p < 0.05). 689 690 
